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P-hacking?

• https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/p-hacking/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sources: SMBC, 538With a title like white hat p-hacking I feel like I have some explaining to do. So let me start with the easier part of that. Many of you are likely aware of p-hacking, but if you aren’t, or if the meaning of the word is a bit fuzzy, it’s best if I show you. Fortunately, 538 made  an excellent tool for visualizing p-hacking.(Click on link)In this visual, it’s kind of like a game. The goal is to show that either Republicans or Democrats in power causes the economy to become better or worse. So as you can see, we have a lot of choices of what to include in our analysis.  We could include presidents, and so on as a measure of partisan power. And we can choose our measure of economic health. And bam, as you can see we have succeeded in showing that X party causes Y in economy. And wow it’s significant. Ship that off to the press.  But wait, obviously we’ve cheated by randomly clicking around. Even though you could come up with great reasons for each of these choices after the fact, it’s invalidated by the fact that it’s after the fact. We’ve cheated in a sense.

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/p-hacking/


The P-Hacker

Non-reproducible results 
are almost never due to 
nefarious intent. Or even 
ignorance. But adopting 
this perspective might help 
us understand the 
concepts in a new way.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be very clear, most p-hacking does not occur this way. If you’ve ever analyzed data for significance testing, you’ve p-hacked. It’s inevitable. Any time that you change your analysis in response to the data, you are introducing degrees of freedom that usually make it easier to get a significant result. However, for the purposes of this presentation, I want to take a different perspective. In computer hacking, there are two kinds of actors: white hat and black hat. Black hat means bad guys. White hat hackers, though, are good guys who think like bad guys to expose and eventually rectify flaws in the system. And so I think by pretending to be this imaginary nefarious character, we can better understand some of  the ways in which the significance testing paradigm can go awry.



The Multiple Layers of P-hacking

Publication 
bias

System level

File drawer 
effect

Group level

Choice of 
variables
Choice of 
data

Study Level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with some good news. Actually bad news, but remember we are bad guys. P-hacking as a term is misleading because the same statistical phenomenon is going on at a lot of levels. So as we just saw with 538, you could sit in front of a computer and choose variables and datasets, and keep switching that up until you hit gold. And that’s what I’ve termed the study level. Mre broadly, though, you could imagine if we have a lab, and we do a zillion studies a year, some of those are bound to be significant. And the non-significant ones? We throw those away, or put them in a file drawer, and that’s why it’s called the file drawer effect. And on a system-wide level, we all know this happens, having significant results is highly correlated with getting published. So clearly there is a bias going on at that level. Andrew Gelman put this nicely, he said “there are 1 million scientific papers published a year, are there really 1 million new scientific discoveries a year”



How can this stuff be caught?



What if we get caught? Enter Funnel Plots

But r(n, d) ≠ 0

Exit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key points1.Funnel plots work by plotting high and low precision studies2. Usually high precision studies have lots of people and are likely to get publishe3. Low number of people is potentially subject to pub bias4. Asymmetry hints at publication bias5. So are we ruined as p-hackers? Not really because funnel plots aren’t perfect. They have a major flaw in that there could also be another reason for asymmetry6. If larger study sizes are used to study smaller effects, we would also see asymmetry without biashttps://www.researchgate.net/figure/Asymmetric-and-symmetric-funnel-plots-A-Asymmetric-funnel-plot-indicating-possible_fig1_318995857



P-Curves?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simonsohn ’14Explain what a p curve isWhy flat with null hypothesisWhy right skewed under alternate?Right skew turns to left skew with p-hacking



Wait, what if we tried harder?

• The key to p-curves: limited ambition
• You don’t p-hack to .0001, you’re happy with .05

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simonsohn 2015P-hacking to lower significance means exponentially more p hackingHalf p-curves can sniff out even ambitious p-hacking



When does p<.05 mean more support for 
null?

Answer: This can 
happen when 
power is high and 
effect size is large

P(Data|Null)

P(Data|Alternative)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P-curve.comIf likelihood of null is higher than likelihood of the alternative then the evidence supports the null. This is a rudimentary bayes factor



A deeper dive into power…



What about low power?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lakens 2014Low power not only means fewer significant results  (bad for us as p-hackers) but also a reduced probability of significant results being true (bad for everyone). This is a lose-lose. Can we use this to our advantage, though?



Doing a meta-analysis, how can I jack up 
effect size?
• Use low power studies and one-sided tests

True effect: <1
Average significant result: >2

H0 Ha

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gelman ’14Low power studies are susceptible to type M or magnitude errors. Only overestimates pass the significance filter



Can I use low power to produce results that 
“contradict” the scholarly consensus?
• Yep

Fraction of 
significant results 
with wrong sign

=
A( )

A( )

H0 Ha

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You could also have sign errors with low power



What if editors catch on and make me do a 
post-hoc power analysis?
• Use the effect size from your study, since it’s likely an overestimate, as 

seen before



Summary

• P-Hacking is often unavoidable
• Biased distributions of p-values can demonstrate p-hacking
• p<.05 doesn’t simply mean evidence for null
• Low power reduces the informative value of significant p values

• Can also lead to magnitude errors in meta analysis
• Can also lead to “sign” errors



What’s this all about, anyway?

• Human need for certainty & binary labels
• The sneakiness of multiple comparisons

• “Garden of forking paths”

• Proposed solutions
• Bayes factors
• Lower the significance threshold
• Preregistration
• Cross-validation (hold-out)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of the solutions has its own flawsBayes factors: require prior, sometimes there is no good alternate hypothesisLower significance: type II errors, not a lot of evidence showing this works,Preregistration: not always possibleCross validation: Seems to be a good solution but it still has sampling error and it reduces the size of data you can train on



Contact

• Twitter @OmkarGV



• This presentation is heavily indebted to the works/ideas of Uri 
Simonsohn, Andrew Gelman, Daniel Lakens and others. No 
infringement is intended.
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